
Keeping Up with the Snoops 3: A New Hope
by  Josh Centers

everal weeks ago, President Obama announced a number of modest 
reforms for the NSA (see “Grading Obama’s Proposed NSA Reforms,” 

17 January 2014), in response to Edward Snowden’s revelations about mass 
surveillance practices, but did they go far enough? Perhaps not, as the furor 
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over NSA activities continues to grow.
On 22 January 2014, the Privacy and Civil 

Liberties Oversight Board (PCLOB), a part of the 
executive branch established by Congress in 2004, 
released a damning report on the NSA’s program 
to collect metadata on Americans’ phone calls, 
saying in no uncertain terms that it is illegal and 
must stop.

The report said, “We have not identified a single 
instance involving a threat to the United States in 
which the telephone records program made a 
concrete difference in the outcome of a 
counterterrorism investigation. Moreover, we are 
aware of no instance in which the program directly 
contributed to the discovery of a previously 
unknown terrorist plot or the disruption of a 
terrorist attack.”

The NSA isn’t catching fire just from within the 
U.S. government, but also from the European 
Union as well. An EU parliamentary inquiry has 
declared that mass surveillance programs in both 
the U.S. and Britain appear to be illegal, and like 
the PCLOB, are calling for their immediate 
termination.

Nor are the latest Snowden documents helping 
the NSA’s argument that it collects data only to 
protect us. Recently released documents show that 
the NSA and GHCQ targeted “leaky” iPhone 
apps like Angry Birds to gather personal data such 
as age, gender, and location, and, in the case of 
some apps, even such details as sexual orientation. 
Other documents have revealed that the NSA 

spied on the 2009 Copenhagen climate summit 
in order to gain an advantage in negotiations — 
adding weight to claims that NSA spying serves an 
economic function.

While pressure mounts, the Obama 
administration is trying to open the release valve 
ever so slightly before the situation explodes. For 
example, the administration has cut a deal with 
large tech firms like Apple, Google, and 
Facebook to allow them to release more 
information about national security requests. The 
deal effectively settles a lawsuit the companies had 
filed against the government, and Apple updated 
its public letter on national security and law 
enforcement orders almost immediately with the 
new information.

While the agreement may be a step in the right 
direction for privacy advocates, it comes with 
several caveats. The companies are still not allowed 
to publish specific numbers, only vague ranges, and 
they still cannot deny any requests they find 
egregious. Worse, the agreement applies only to 
established communication services, not to those 
that have existed for less than two years. So while 
Apple may be able to disclose national security 
requests, Snapchat could not. Likewise, if Microsoft 
were to release a new chat platform tomorrow, it 
would be two years before it could disclose 
information.

Not only that, but the agreement applies only to 
“customer selectors.” It does not reflect anything 
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MISSED AN ISSUE?

You can !nd the previous issues of the Silicon 
Summit posted in PDF format at the 
SMMUG website.

THIS MONTH AT SMMUG

March 4th, 2014
6:00 Q&A Session
6:45 Networking Break
7:00 Setting up an efficient Apple Mail 

work"ow by Mike Marus
8:30 Adjourn
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MEETING DATES
 

Our regular monthly meetings are on the FIRST 
Tuesday of every month. Upcoming meeting dates 
are as follows:

March 4, 2014
April 1, 2014
May 6, 2014
June 3, 2104
July 1, 2014
August 5, 2014
September 2, 2014
October 7, 2014
November 4, 2014
December 2, 2014

SIG NEWS

The Saturday SMMUG Special Interest Group 
(SIG) will meet from 10:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, 
Saturday, March 8, 2014, in the Tim Gill Center 
for Public Media building located at 315 E. Costilla 
Street. The meeting will be divided in to two parts.

The First part starting at 10:00 will focus on iOS, 
helping everyone become both comfortable and 
proficient with their iPhone, iPad, and iPod 
mobile devices. Starting at 11:00 we will focus on 
Apple Contacts.

All are invited, but new users are especially en-
courage to attend this free meeting. Bring your tips 
and tricks, questions and suggestions. 

For more information about Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website.

Scan this QR code to be taken to our 
SMMUG web site

                                                                              

ADVERTISING
You can advertise your business or service 
through the Silicon Summit.

RATES 
Per inch   $10
Quarter page   $15 
Half page   $25 
Full page   $50 
Insert   $15

A 10% discount is applied for ads that run 
two or more months, except for inserts.

Sponsoring Memberships are also available 
to merchants who want to see their 
business name and address listed on the 
front page. Sponsoring Memberships are 
$100 for one year.

http://www.smmug.org/category/newsletters
http://www.smmug.org/category/newsletters
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Club News
Announcements

Scribe Needed 

In order for us to accurately document our meetings, we have a need for scribes to help take meeting notes. So we need one or 
two individuals to help with this very important duty. If you are interested in helping in this area, please volunteer. Help and 
guidance will be provided if needed.

March Presentation
Make Apple Mail Work for You. Mike Marus will show you how to setup an efficient Apple Mail work$ow, how to delete 
whole conversations, and other tips for making Apple Mail work up to its capabilities.

SMMUG Door Prizes for the March 2014 Meeting:
FaceFilter Pro (Software)
KeyCue (Software)
Typinator (Software)
My iPad for Seniors (covers iOS 7 on iPad 2, iPad 3rd and 4th generation and iPad mini) by Rosenzweig, Gary (Book)
Arkon Portable Fold-Up Stand for Apple iPad and other devices
Brookstone Mini Speaker - for tablets, laptops or smartphones
Minisuit SPORTY Armband + Key Holder for iPhone 5/5S/5C, iPod Touch 5 (Black)
iTunes Cards $10 x 2

regarding mass data collection, like PRISM. In some ways, the agreement is like a burglar throwing a steak to a guard dog. The dog is happy, but 
the burglar still gets to poke around your house.

Despite the administration placating the tech giants, the intelligence community is still in hot water with Congress. In a Senate hearing on 29 
January 2014, Director of National Intelligence James Clapper was grilled by Senator Ron Wyden, who was promised answers within 30 days 
on whether American intelligence agencies have ever searched for information on American citizens. Likewise, CIA director John Brennan has a 
week to answer whether the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act applies to his agency, and FBI director James Comey must explain the burden of 
proof FBI agents must establish before tracking cellphone locations. However, in that same hearing, Clapper seemed to imply that any 
journalist who reports on Snowden’s revelations is an accomplice to a crime. Finally, for the first time, the NSA has a privacy officer to advise on 
civil liberty issues.

As for Edward Snowden, the whistleblower behind it all, he has been nominated for a Nobel Peace Prize. If he wins, will fellow Nobel 
winner Barack Obama congratulate him? Snowden gave an extensive interview to Germany’s Norddeutscher Rundfunk, with a number of 
interesting claims. However, it’s important to remember that individual revelations come not from Snowden himself, but from the documents 
that he provided to journalists, giving them and their publishers the responsibility to choose what to publish and verify the information before 
doing so.

Continued from Page 1
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Computer Security
Apple Updates iOS and Apple TV to Fix Critical SSL Security Bug

by Josh Centers
Apple has released iOS 7.0.6, iOS 6.1.6 (for the iPhone 3GS and fourth-generation iPod touch only), and Apple TV 6.0.2, which you should 

update to immediately, as they fix a critical SSL/TLS vulnerability that could make it possible for your online accounts and financial information 
to be compromised. On iOS, you can download the updates in Settings > General > Software Update or update through iTunes. (Unfortunately, 
if you have resisted upgrading to iOS 7 on a device that otherwise supports it, there’s no way to close 
the vulnerability — short of jailbreaking — without going all the way to iOS 7.0.6.) On the Apple 
TV, download the update in Settings > General > Software Updates > Update Software.

The vulnerability also affects Mac OS X, which remains unpatched as of this writing, but Apple 
promises a fix “very soon,” likely in OS X 10.9.2. In the meantime, we recommend avoiding the 
Safari Web browser, and instead using Google Chrome or Firefox, which are unaffected by the bug. 
You can check whether your browser is vulnerable by visiting this test site. Other Mac apps remain 
vulnerable until a general fix is released, and, if possible, it would be best to avoid unsecured public 
Wi-Fi networks as well, though the likelihood of significant exploits that take advantage of this 
vulnerability becoming widespread before Apple releases a fix are low.

The problem in SSL/TLS revolves around Apple’s code not checking signatures in TLS Server Key 
Exchange messages, which could allow an attacker to use a man-in-the-middle attack to spoof an 
SSL server.

Security analysts have determined that the vulnerability was caused by a misplaced “goto fail” line in the operating system source code. 
Developer Jeffrey Grossman has confirmed that the vulnerability began in iOS 6.0, but did not exist in iOS 5.1.1, giving it a nearly 18-month 
history.

John Gruber of Daring Fireball cross-referenced the release date of iOS 6.0, 24 September 2012, with a leaked PowerPoint deck on the NSA’s 
PRISM program, which states that Apple was added to the program in October 2012. While Gruber says that the proximity between these 
dates is most likely a coincidence, the NSA has been known to subvert the effectiveness of online security.
[NL Editor’s note: It is a good idea to check your iOS device for the latest updates frequently. is is easy to do - just look for a badge on 
your System icon. If it is there, an update is available. Also, I believe Apple has just posted System updates to counteract this vulnerability on the 
Mac - so be sure to update your Mac system too.]

FCC Hopes ird Time Is the Charm for Net Neutrality Rules
by Geoff Duncan

A new chapter has opened in the great “net neutrality” debate. The U.S. Federal Communications Commission has announced it intends to 
craft new rules to ensure ISPs in the United States maintain an open Internet, in which any Internet user can access any lawful content or service 
they choose regardless of whether it’s operated by their ISP, its preferred partners, or its competitors. However, for the time being, the agency does 
not intend to reclassify Internet providers as common carriers like telephone companies or utilities, where it has broad rule-making powers. 
Instead, the FCC will again make limited rules based on existing telecommunications law — and hope, this time, they stick.

The announcement comes in the wake of a recent court decision that found the FCC could not make ISPs comply with open Internet 
requirements under their 2010 “Open Internet Order” (see “Net Neutrality Is Down, but Not Out,” 20 January 2014). The court essentially 
found that the FCC was trying to regulate ISPs as common carriers without classifying them as such, and it couldn’t have it both ways. The 
FCC’s decision to forge ahead with new rules means it will not defend the previous rules by appealing the January ruling; the agency is giving up 
and moving on.

Both consumer advocates and businesses large and small have consistently argued net neutrality has been crucial to creating a level playing field 
between companies, as well as supporting fundamental rights like free speech. Can the FCC’s new plan protect the strengths of an open Internet?

Meet the New Boss, Same as the Old Boss -- Recently appointed FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler has proposed new open Internet rules with 
three main goals:

Strengthen transparency requirements
Prevent blocking of lawful sites and services
Create legally enforceable non-discrimination requirements to prevent broadband operators from unfairly squelching competitors
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The agency hopes to have the new rules ready by mid-2014. They will represent the agency’s third attempt to require broadband operators to 
comply with net neutrality provisions: the first effort came in 2005 and the second in 2010.

Wheeler’s framework is largely the same “open Internet” platform the FCC has previously championed. However, of the three goals, only the 
FCC’s authority on the first provision — transparency — has held up in court. In this context, transparency requirements mean ISPs must 
disclose how they manage their networks so consumers and businesses can make informed decisions about their services. The other two goals — 
anti-blocking and non-discrimination — have been thrown out in court cases brought by Comcast and (most recently) Verizon. In other words, 
right now American Internet operators can block or discriminate against any service they like, as long as they’re upfront about it.

The FCC plans to anchor its new rules in Section 706 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. The statute gives the agency jurisdiction over 
“advanced telecommunications capability.” That’s a vague phrase, but the same court that largely ruled in Verizon’s favor in January found that the 
FCC could issue rules governing how broadband operators treat traffic using Section 706. Chairman Wheeler characterized the court’s 
decision as an “invitation” to recast net neutrality provisions in terms of Section 706. Wheeler has also opened a docket for public input on net 
neutrality.

In some ways, the FCC’s new strategy is the same-old same-old: attempting to regulate ISPs and broadband operators without classifying them 
as common carriers. In the meantime, the FCC intends to hold ISPs to their promises to abide by the spirit of net neutrality rules until everything 
is ironed out — although it has no authority to do so.

Who’s Afraid of Common Carriers? -- If the FCC could mandate net neutrality simply by declaring ISPs common carriers, why don’t they 
do that? One reason is that the broadband industry would fight back hard, and it would probably be a longer and fiercer battle than trying to 
extend more-limited regulation via Section 706. In some ways, the FCC is simply being practical.

The other side of the coin is that broadband operators and ISPs have always claimed they would be stifled if they were common carriers. That 
makes them less attractive to investors, which means they’d have less money to build out infrastructure, create greater broadband capacity, and 
introduce new services. That reduced investment would put broadband in the United States even further behind other developed nations — and 
one of the FCC’s top priorities is expanding Americans’ access to broadband, particularly in rural and underserved areas. To hear ISPs talk, the 
only reason the Internet boom happened in the United States at all is because they have not been subject to common carrier requirements.

Elements within the FCC echo these positions. The fact sheet accompanying Chairman Wheeler’s announcement focuses on massive new 
markets that have developed without regulating ISPs as common carriers. (This includes mobile phones and online video: heck, they even take 
credit for app stores and tablets.) Some FCC commissioners argue net neutrality is unnecessary anyway, saying there’s no evidence consumers 
have been prevented from accessing any content they like. “Net neutrality has always been a solution in search of a problem,” wrote 
commissioner Ajit Pai, appointed to the FCC by the Obama administration less than a year ago. The White House itself describes the open 
Internet as “vital” but says it’s going to let the FCC choose its own path.

All this said, Chairman Wheeler was at least willing to point to the FCC’s big stick, if not wave it. Wheeler noted the FCC was keeping the 
authority to classify ISPs as common carriers “on the table.”

Will It Work? -- The FCC’s announcement has drawn sharp rebukes from both consumer and free speech advocates and staunch opponents 
of government regulation.

Some argue the FCC might be able to regulate broadband traffic using Section 706, but won’t be able to address issues surrounding service 
discrimination and freedom of expression. Free Press President and CEO Craig Aaron claims Section 706 authority will not protect free speech 
and says Wheeler’s announcement amounts to the FCC “pretending” it has authority to lay down open Internet rules. Conversely, Representative 
Marsha Blackburn (R-TN) characterized Wheeler’s announcement as a crusade to implement “socialistic regulations,” and pledged to 
introduce legislation to prevent the FCC from making net neutrality rules.

Sometimes rankling all sides is a sign of a good compromise, but the Electronic Frontier Foundation notes that even the FCC’s transparency 
requirements — which have held up in court! — don’t necessarily make things all that transparent. After all, the Internet comprises tens of 
thousands of interconnected networks. Sites and services being slow or inaccessible could be caused a technical glitch anywhere along the way, 
rather than by deliberate throttling or discrimination by network providers. Tracing all the connections, all the equipment, and all the agreements 
between operators to prove or disprove discrimination is an arduous task, and potentially gives operators a lot of wiggle room even under 
transparency requirements. And nobody — not even the FCC — is currently doing that footwork in a systematic way.

The bottom line is that American consumers are probably in for a long battle. The FCC has tried to mandate net neutrality twice before 
without declaring ISPs common carriers, only to be (mostly) struck down in court. There’s no reason to believe the FCC’s third attempt won’t be 
challenged — and no reason such a challenge wouldn’t take two or three years to play out. Net neutrality could be in the exact same situation in 
2017 or 2018 that it is today. At that point, the FCC may have no choice but to declare ISPs common carriers, or go to Congress for express 
authority to regulate them.

Reuse governed by Creative Commons license. TidBITS has offered years of thoughtful commentary on Apple and Internet 
topics. For free email subscriptions and access to the entire TidBITS archive, visit www.tidbits.com.
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http://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2014/02/peering-soft-underbelly-net-neutrality
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iPhone, iPod, & iPad 
How Apple Protects Your iPhone from Your Employer

by Rich Mogull 
In the deep dark past, when you used technology at work, you used what your employer gave you. In recent years, that has started to change, 

with the emergence of a concept called “Bring Your Own Device” (BYOD) where employees use their own hardware and the IT infrastructure of 
the organization adapts. Both the rise of BYOD and the ways IT has adjusted are in large part due to Apple’s influence, as I’ll explain.

But first, so you have a sense of what it was like until recently, here’s what I went through a mere 7 years ago. My mobile phone, BlackBerry 
(yes, I juggled both), and my computer were all owned and managed by my employer (Gartner). While someone who was non-technical might 
have been well served by having everything provided, it was frustrating for me, since I was restricted to approved devices, and they rarely matched 
what I would have chosen for myself. That said, Gartner was actually pretty good, giving me a decent choice of dumb phones and a relatively up-
to-date BlackBerry. My laptop was an IBM (later, Lenovo) ThinkPad, replaced every 3 to 4 years.

Not only did I not get to choose my devices, but I also had no control over how they were configured. I could install most of the software I 
wanted on the ThinkPad, although some restrictions forced me to keep a particular configuration. For example, I made sure to eat lunch at noon 
every Wednesday when the antivirus scan kicked off and my laptop became unusable.

Having more of a technical bent than many of my colleagues, I managed to remove most of the corporate management and tune the 
computer to my needs. Then, after Apple released the first Intel-based MacBook Pro, I bought one for myself, virtualized my work computer and 
moved it to the MacBook Pro, and flaunted my newfound freedom at work events. I’m still not entirely certain how I managed to get away with 
that.

Since those days, we’ve seen an explosion of employee-owned devices in the workplace — hence the “Bring Your Own Device” phrase. Much 
of this was driven first by Apple’s Macs and iOS devices, later joined by Android-based smartphones and tablets, along with other platforms. 
Knowledge workers in particular expect more freedom to choose and configure the tools they need for their jobs.

Five years ago when I walked into a major corporation for a meeting, I generally had the only Mac in the room. These days Macs are a 
common sight, as are a range of smartphones. Sometimes companies allow employees to bring their own devices to enable them to enhance their 
productivity; at other times, having employees provide their own hardware is more seen as a way to cut costs.

As great as BYOD is for most employees, who hate having to carry and manage multiple mobile phones and laptops, it’s often a hassle for the 
IT department. Although many IT people personally appreciate the freedom to use whatever device one wants, such freedom drastically 
complicates support, compliance, auditability, and security. The compromise has been to force device management onto employee-owned devices 
through a variety of techniques, many of which degrade the native device user experience.

Apple’s BYOD Philosophy -- With the release of iOS 7, Apple now divides business customers into two categories. There is BYOD, and 
there are enterprise-owned devices, with nearly completely different security and management models for each, defined by ownership of the 
device.

In Apple’s BYOD model, users own their iOS devices, their employers own work data and apps on the devices, and the user experience never 
suffers. Users allow the enterprise space on their devices, and the enterprise allows the user access to enterprise resources. No dual personas. No 
virtual machines. It’s a seamless experience, with data and apps intermingled, yet sandboxed apart from each other across the personal/work 
divide. The split is so clear that it is actually difficult for the enterprise to implement supervised mode on an employee-owned device, and 
employee data is always protected from IT department interference or snooping. This model is far from perfect today, with one major gap 
(AirDrop), but iOS 7 is a clear expression of this direction.

In contrast, when the enterprise owns the iOS devices, Apple changes gears to give absolute control to the IT department, even down to the 
experience of setting up a new device. Organizations can remove or degrade features as necessary, but the devices will, to the extent that’s allowed, 
still provide the complete iOS experience.

Here are a few examples to highlight the different models.
On employee-owned devices:
The enterprise sends a Configuration Profile that the user can choose to accept or decline.
If the user accepts the Configuration Profile, certain minimal security can be required, such as passcode settings.
The user gains access to corporate email, but she can’t move messages to other email accounts without permission.
The enterprise can install managed apps, which can be set to allow data to flow only between them and managed accounts. These can be 

internal enterprise apps, or enterprise licenses for apps from the App Store. If the enterprise pays for it, the enterprise owns it.
Apart from the corporate email and enterprise-managed apps, the user otherwise controls all her personal accounts, apps, and information on 
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the device.
All this is done without exposing any user data (like personal email or an iTunes Store account) to the enterprise.
If the user opts out of enterprise control (which can be done at any time), she loses access to all enterprise features, accounts, and apps. The 

enterprise can also erase its footprint remotely, whenever it wants (such as in the event of a layoff).
The device remains tied to the user’s iCloud account, including Activation Lock, to prevent anyone, even the enterprise, from taking the device 

and using it without permission.
However, the enterprise can still initiate a remote device wipe, making it important for the user to keep independent backups.
On enterprise-owned devices:
The enterprise controls the entire provisioning process, potentially from even before the box is opened (if the device was purchased through a 

special Apple program).
When the user first opens the box and turns the provided device on, the entire experience is managed by the enterprise, even down to which 

setup screens display.
The enterprise controls all apps, settings, and features of the device. That includes even disabling the camera or restricting network settings to 

prevent access to external Wi-Fi networks.
The device can never be associated with a user’s iCloud account for Activation Lock; the enterprise owns it.
This model is quite different from how security and management was handled on iOS 6, and runs deeper than most people realize. While 

there are gaps, especially in the BYOD controls, it’s safe to assume these will slowly be cleaned up over time following Apple’s usual iterative 
improvement process. The big hole today is that the enterprise can’t restrict AirDrop or certain other sharing options through which data could 
leak off a device.

How Apple Enables Device Management -- There are five key features that Apple uses to implement these two models of device ownership:
Supervised Mode enables an organization to control an iOS device completely. It lets the IT department manage all settings, what apps can 

be installed and run, what kinds of networks can be accessed, and even which screens you see when setting up a new device. This is the option for 
enterprise-owned devices, and is used for everything from iPhones provided to employees to iPads used by classrooms or in store displays. 
Supervised mode can be triggered by connecting the device to a Mac and using the Apple Configurator utility, or by purchasing the device 
through a special Apple program. Once enabled, supervised mode can be disabled only by reconnecting it to the same Mac and turning it off 
with Apple Configurator.

A Configuration Profile is a small file placed on an iOS device to manage certain settings. It’s the hook an organization uses to tie a device 
into its Mobile Device Management (MDM) system, using some standard connection methods provided by Apple (push notifications to trigger 
updates, and a Mobile Device Management API for managing settings). The Configuration Profile is what allows an employee-owned device to 
access enterprise email and other resources, and in exchange it can enforce certain settings (like the aforementioned passcode requirement). But 
Apple never exposes any of a user’s personal information, apps, or accounts back through this channel, and the user can remove the profile at any 
time (and thus lose access to work resources).

Apple’s Volume Purchase Program enables organizations to purchase apps, books, and other iTunes content in volume, and then hand 
licenses out to employees. When a license is given to an employee-owned device, Apple ties together the user’s personal Apple ID with the 
organization’s licenses so users can download the apps from the App Store directly, without their personal information being permanently tied to 
work, or otherwise exposed. Alternatively, MDM can automatically push these apps onto a device, so the user doesn’t need to install everything 
manually. When you leave a job and the enterprise reclaims its license, you have a period of time to purchase your own version of the app before 
it is removed from your device.

Managed Accounts are your work email, calendar, and contacts accounts. Although these accounts are still accessed using the native Mail, 
Calendar, and Contacts apps, the enterprise, using MDM and the Configuration Profile, can lock these accounts down so you can’t move email 
messages or other content into folders of your personal accounts. It can also restrict the apps in which you can open email attachments to 
Managed Apps.

Managed Apps are apps licensed on your device through the Volume Purchasing Program, or apps written by and distributed directly by the 
enterprise outside the App Store. An enterprise can designate Managed Apps and then restrict them to exchange data only with other Managed 
Apps, or with Managed Accounts. Managed Apps can also pull down configuration settings for both mundane options and those that the 
enterprise cares about deeply, such as tying the app back to an enterprise server.

Here’s how it all fits together. A enterprise-owned device is fully managed and restricted. That’s entirely appropriate for many types of 
organizations.

But when it’s not, when BYOD is in play, the employee accepts a Configuration Profile, which establishes certain device settings. These may 
include access to a work mail server and apps licensed by the organization. The organization can then keep all work-related material within a 
sandbox of a sort, allowing it to be accessed only by Managed Accounts and Managed Apps. The device owner has to opt into this, can opt out 
any time, and doesn’t have to worry about the IT department being able to snoop in personal accounts or data.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/apple-configurator/id434433123?mt=12&at=10l5PW
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/apple-configurator/id434433123?mt=12&at=10l5PW
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This may sound obvious and sensible, but it’s a new development with iOS 7. Previously, the options were quite different. The organization 
could always fully manage a device, and some tried to force employees into handing over control of their personal devices since there were no 
other good management options. As an alternative, an employee could still install a Configuration Profile that would implement organizational 
settings, but there was no way for the organization to restrict which apps accessed corporate data, and many settings could significantly degrade 
the iOS user experience. Some enterprises instead installed custom apps to replace Mail and lock down corporate data, but this irritated many 
users who preferred the native apps.

With BYOD in iOS 7, Apple split the difference. Organizations can protect their property, employees can use their own devices, and everyone 
enjoys the full iOS experience, with no compromises. It’s a new way to look at BYOD, and one I suspect will be quite popular with both users 
and IT departments.

If you want more technical details on how this works, take a look at my new whitepaper Defending Data on iOS 7.

iCloud
iCloud: The Anti-Social Network

by Michael E. Cohen 
Lately I’ve been busy writing about the latest incarnation of Pages (see “Experimenting with “Take Control of Pages” Pre-book on 

Leanpub,” 3 February 2014). One of the defining characteristics I noticed early on about the new Pages is its iCloud-iness: with the newest Pages 
you can, via iCloud, shuttle your Pages document from your Mac to your iPhone to your iPad to Internet Explorer on Windows PCs in your 
office and then back to your Mac, and your document won’t lose a single drop cap or footnote. Sure, in order to do this Apple had to rip out a 
ton of features from Pages and redesign its document file structure, but Apple thought that was a good trade-off — iCloud compatibility is that 
important to Apple.

This should not come as a surprise: two years ago, Apple CEO Tim Cook said that iCloud was “a strategy for the next decade.” In fact, 
however, it’s a strategy that has been percolating within Apple for almost two decades. What’s more, iCloud is a strategy that almost 
quintessentially reflects the personality of Steve Jobs, embodying a vision that he held and cherished since even before he returned to Apple.

Jobs delivered one of the earliest descriptions of iCloud (though it was many years before it would be called that) at Apple’s 1997 Worldwide 
Developers Conference during a ninety-minute Q&A session with developers. About fourteen minutes into that session, in response to a 
developer’s question, he said the following:

Let me describe the world I live in [at NeXT]: about eight years ago, we had high-speed networking connected to our now-obsolete NeXT 
hardware running NeXTSTEP at the time, and because we were using NFS, we were able to take all of our personal data, our home directories 
we call them, off of our local machines and put them on a server. And the software made that completely transparent, and, because the server had 
a lot of RAM on it, in some cases it was actually faster to get stuff from the server than it was to get stuff off of your local hard disk because in 
some cases it would be cached in the RAM of the server if it was in popular use. But what was really remarkable was that the organization could 
hire a professional person to back up that server every night, and could afford to spend a little bit more on that server, so maybe it had redundant 
disk drives, redundant power supplies. And you know, in the last seven years, you know how many times I have lost any personal data? Zero. Do 
you know how many times I have backed up my computer? Zero.

I have computers at Apple, at NeXT, at Pixar, and at home. I walk up to any of them and log in as myself, it goes over the network, finds my 
home directory on the server, and I’ve got my stuff wherever I am. And none of that is on a local hard disk.

But managing a network like this is a pain in the butt. Setting it up, getting it all to work is really complicated. One of my hopes is that Apple 
can do for this new type of network — not so new, but to the average person it’s new — with gigabit Ethernet technologies and some of the new 
server stuff that’s coming down the pike, and some thin, thinner hardware clients — hardware clients that are thinner, not necessarily software — 
that Apple could make that as plug-and-play for mere mortals as it made the user experience over a decade ago.

Replace “gigabit Ethernet technologies” with a wireless connection, a “thin client” with, say, a MacBook or iPad Air, and you’re looking at a 
description of iCloud: a service that allows you to get access to your data wherever you are. (Ironically, it’s also a perfect description of Google’s 
Chrome OS.) And that’s “you” as a singular pronoun: Jobs’s vision is person-centric, not team-centric. (Elsewhere in that session Jobs talks about 
using the network to be “in touch” with colleagues, but the vision of having his stuff wherever he happens to be is what really excited him that day 
in 1997.)

The names of the various services that Apple instituted over the years to realize Jobs’s vision are telling: iTools, iDisk, Mobile Me, iCloud. Not 
usTools, usDisk, MobileWe, or usCloud.

https://securosis.com/assets/library/reports/Defending-Data-on-iOS-v.2.pdf
https://securosis.com/assets/library/reports/Defending-Data-on-iOS-v.2.pdf
http://tidbits.com/article/14483
http://tidbits.com/article/14483
http://tidbits.com/article/14483
http://tidbits.com/article/14483
http://www.zdnet.com/blog/btl/apples-icloud-really-a-strategy-for-next-decade/67904
http://www.zdnet.com/blog/btl/apples-icloud-really-a-strategy-for-next-decade/67904
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnO7D5UaDig#t=0h14m40s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnO7D5UaDig#t=0h14m40s
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Related Apple services and their limitations mirror the me-ness of iCloud. Your iTunes account is associated with a single Apple ID, and makes 
no real provision for families or even for transferring ownership. If a couple breaks up, or a child goes away to school, the media obtained from 
one iTunes account can’t be divvied up the way books and videotapes and DVDs and Blu-rays and CDs and LPs can. It’s one owner, now and 
forever.

Some people look at the Internet and wax poetic over its potential for enabling collaboration and community. (And many of us here at 
TidBITS resemble that remark!) But the network vision that Jobs carried with him from NeXT to Apple was all about empowering the 
individual: community was, and is, an afterthought at best.

It’s an afterthought that usually costs extra. For example, your iCloud Photo Stream makes 1,000 of your photos free for you to access from 
any of your devices, no matter how big they are. Your shared Photo Streams? Those count against your iCloud storage allocation, and only the 
first 5 GB of that allocation is free (your choices: use the 5 GB for backing up your iPad, or use it for sharing photos with others — for the 
prudent user, it’s Hobson’s choice).

Even when community or collaboration doesn’t cost extra, what iCloud offers tends to be markedly weak tea with no scones. Take the new 
Pages: it does offer free real-time collaboration among users, even among non-Apple users — but only via the Web version of Pages, an app that 
provides just the barest subset of the capabilities of the Mac Pages app, or even the iOS Pages app.

In iCloud, getting to your stuff so you can play with it anywhere is central; being able to share your stuff and let others play with it is an add-
on, if it’s possible at all. And when Apple has in the past created such features for iTools or MobileMe, those features have generally suffered in 
comparison with the competition, and have been kicked ruthlessly to the curb in major transitions.

Granted, building a robust and reliable infrastructure for real-time data sharing and real-time collaboration (as Google has done) is a much 
harder engineering problem than building such an infrastructure for storing and syncing a single person’s data among several devices. Apple sells 
personal computing devices to individuals; for it to devote resources to solving the collaboration problem would not give it a big return on 
investment. Solving the storage and syncing problem, though, means being able to tell each customer, “You can have your tunes, and your docs, 
and your books, and your apps, and your mail, and your contacts, and your bookmarks available on every single one of your devices” — that sells 
itself!

So don’t look to iCloud as it evolves for best of breed collaborative software, for media sharing flexibility, for services that foster and promote 
community. Apple has always been a personal computer company; group hugs are not in its DNA.

Steve Jobs was famously self-centered. It seems obvious in retrospect that his vision of networked computing, carried back to Apple from his 
years in the wilderness, would be similarly self-centered. Steve may be gone, but his singular vision lives on: it’s Apple’s strategy for the next 
decade.

ExtraBITs
Comcast Makes $45 Billion Bid for Time Warner Cable -- America’s largest cable company wants to buy out America’s second-largest cable 
company. Anything seem wrong with that picture?

The Future of Apple TV -- Since releasing his “Take Control of Apple TV” book, Josh Centers has frequently been asked for his thoughts on 
the future of Apple’s living room business. He shares his speculations here.

Google’s Chromebook Makes for a Fine Auxiliary Laptop -- In the second of a series of looks at perhaps-unexpected hardware choices for 
Apple users, the St. Paul Pioneer Press’s Julio Ojeda-Zapata turns his attention to Chromebooks, laptops essentially built around a Web browser 
that turn out to be surprisingly compelling for certain audiences.

What the iPhone Has Replaced from a 1991 Radio Shack Ad -- Steve Cichon of Trending Buffalo uncovered a Radio Shack newspaper ad 
from 1991, and realized that almost everything in the ad had been replaced by his iPhone, including a desktop computer, CB radio, tape 
recorder, CD player, answering machine, calculator, alarm clock, and camcorder. It would have cost $3,054.82 to buy all the gadgets that the 
iPhone has replaced — about $5,100 in 2012 dollars — which puts the cost of the iPhone and apps into perspective. The only two items in the 
ad that haven’t been yet replaced by the iPhone? A radar detector and a beefy speaker.

Steve Jobs to Be Commemorated with Postage Stamp -- According to a document leaked to The Washington Post, former Apple CEO Steve 
Jobs will be commemorated with a special stamp from the United States Postal Service in 2015. The design is still a work in progress, but we’re 
hoping for a popular vote between a “flat Steve” and a “skeuomorphic Steve,” much like the 1992 stamp runoff between “young Elvis” and “old 
Elvis.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hobsons_choice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hobsons_choice
https://www.google.com/search?q=steve+jobs+self-centered
https://www.google.com/search?q=steve+jobs+self-centered
http://tidbits.com/article/14524
http://tidbits.com/article/14524
http://tidbits.com/article/14532
http://tidbits.com/article/14532
http://tidbits.com/article/14540
http://tidbits.com/article/14540
http://www.trendingbuffalo.com/life/uncle-steves-buffalo/everything-from-1991-radio-shack-ad-now/
http://www.trendingbuffalo.com/life/uncle-steves-buffalo/everything-from-1991-radio-shack-ad-now/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/postage-stamps-of-the-future/2014/02/20/a0197660-999b-11e3-80ac-63a8ba7f7942_gallery.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/postage-stamps-of-the-future/2014/02/20/a0197660-999b-11e3-80ac-63a8ba7f7942_gallery.html
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Reviews
FaceFilter Pro &        Makeup Pro Content pack

by L. Davenport
Do you have a once-in-a-lifetime photo of yourself or a loved one that was taken when you had a bad case of acne, a bad sunburn, or a very 

unflattering blemish or dark mole on your face? Picture ruined! Don’t you wish you could take the picture over again when your skin cleared up? 
Well you can’t - the graduation, anniversary, 
party, etc. has come and gone. So the next 
best thing is to use FaceFilter Pro to remove 
these unwanted blemishes to turn your 
unflattering photo into a prized keepsake of 
that event.

FaceFilter Pro is a photo retouching and 
beautifying program that gives you the tools 
to easily spruce-up photos of male and 
female faces. But it doesn’t stop there. It has 
additional tools that reshape your face to 
make you look slimmer and younger, give a 
male a more robust jawline, or even add a 
small smile to an otherwise gloomy looking 
face.

e interface
The FaceFilter interface is divided into six 

areas. Across the top of the window is the 
Menubar, Top Panel, and ToolBar that 
holds many of the application specific and 
standard save/import etc. controls. 

Below the toolbars is the Preview 
Window. This shows you Before and After 
pictures which lets you see if you are getting 

your desired results before applying them to your photo. You can switch from the Before and After 
Dual view to the Compare View that combines the Before and After views into one image where only 
half of each image is visible. It has a central dividing line that when moved left or right, reveals more or 
less of each side of the image. 
  The Content Manager crosses the bottom of the window. This contains embedded and custom 
template libraries (these contain pre-defined settings that you can apply as a starting point for your 
further manipulations or as a quick one-step modification of your photo). 
  The final area is the Modify Panel that sits along the right side of the window. This holds all of the 

You must position a wireframe 
around the facial features so 
FaceFilter will know where to apply 
the makeup.

FaceFilter gives you the tools to beautify female portraits. Think of it this way, any makeup 
that a female can apply to her face, FaceFilter can also apply. Plus it has skin smoothing and 

face reshaping tools that can add or remove a few pounds from your face. 
BTW:  When done, FaceFilter took about 10 - 15  years  off this woman’s face. (The heavy 

bags under her eyes and most of the wrinkles and skin roughness were removed). Compare 
her “Before” and “After” shown above. 
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adjustable parameter and 
function sliders and buttons that you can use to manually tweak different parts of the face.

Getting started
  Once you open FaceFilter and import your photo, FaceFilter estimates the outlines of your face’s 
features and then places wireframes around the eyes, nose, mouth, eyebrows, and the outline of 
your face. If it is off by a little bit, you can fine-tune the wireframe by moving its fitting points. 
Once everything is properly outlined and you click on the “Makeover” button, FaceFilter asks you 
whether you want to leave it unmodified or apply the default settings to your portrait. The default 
setting may be sufficient, but if not, you can apply one of the included templates or manually 
tweak the parameter settings until you get your desired results. 

Skin Foundation
 As any adult female knows, a good foundation is the best starting point for her beautifying 
regime. The creators of FaceFilter know this too, so you are given a variety of smoothing and color 
correcting tools:

• Skin Refinement applies alternative skin tones to even out the surface appearance. BTW: If 
you want to apply some really unusual looks/skin tones, you can apply one of the “Special” skin 
foundations. These include: Geisha, Hulk, Red Devil, Vampire, Vintage, and Zombie.
• Skin De-Oil removes oily skin from specific areas of the face
• Eye Bag Reduction is a concealer layer that covers imperfections of the skin around the eyes.

In addition to adding eye makeup, blush, 
and lipstick, this lady’s bumps and 
blemishes have been removed, the oily 
shine has been reduced on her forehead 
and nose, and her teeth have been 
whitened.

FaceFilter comes with template presets that will quickly change the color of the eye makeup, lips, and iris’. 
BTW: This is only a small sampling of the available colors.

FaceFilter helps you take a “Plain-Jane” and turn her into a super 
model.

FaceFilter can also improve male portraits. After clearing up 
his complexion, I used the Face Shaping tools to give this 

young man a more robust (manly) jaw and neck plus reduce 
the width of his nose. Doesn’t he look like he’s gone from a 

punk to a hunk! 
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• Skin Smoothing reduces the blemishes and pock-marks on faces.

If you have smoothed the skin too much when you were removing skin blemishes and wrinkles, the face may look like it has 
plastic skin. If this happens, you can add Skin Textures to the smoothed skin to give it a more realistic look. e textures 
include: Fine, Sporty, Rough, and Aged. ere are slider bars that let you choose the amount of texture to apply.

Makeup
Once you have a good foundation, its time to start applying the makeup:

• Eye Shadows: This is composed of seven color layers and one glitter layer. When applied, it gives an even, ultra-luminous finnish that blends 
into the eyelid.

• Eye Lines: Add various eyeliner types to your eyes - everything from Vintage and Bat Wing to Princess and Super Model.
• Eyelashes: lengthen, curl, and increase the volume (like adding mascara) to your eyelashes.
• Eyebrows: Soften or enhance the eyebrows.
• Blush: You can apply different colors to the blush sub-layers to make the face look 

healthier.
• Lips: You can use the Lips layer to add brilliant color (of your choosing) to give the lips 

the appearance of moisture and fullness.
• Teeth: FaceFilter can remove tea, coffee, red wine stains, and discoloration due to smoking 

and aging from the teeth.
• Iris: In addition to changing the iris color, FaceFilter can also remove the dreaded red-eye from your 

photo.

Face Reshaping tools
Good makeup is fine and dandy, but what if you gained weight or the reverse lost weight because of an 

illness or something before your important event - you may look gaunt or bloated. FaceFilter can 
compensate for this by giving you templates and tools that will slim or enlarge your face. BTW: One of 
the screen shots shown in this review shows a young man’s face and neck being widened to give him a 
more manly appearance. Another screen shot shows quite a lot of weight removed from a your girl’s face. 
Don’t they look better?

In addition to reshaping the whole face, there are also tools to reshape the eyes, nose, mouth, and 

FaceFilter gives you control over the facial muscles. So I can change this young ladies' expressionless face by either giving her 
a small smile or a worried look - notice that the eyebrows, eyes, mouth and even her jaw has been reshaped.

The Crease templates let you change Asian single eyelids into a double eyelids

For those of you that live “on the 
dark side”, FaceFilter also has a 

Vampire template (notice her eye 
color and ashen pallor) plus there is 
a Zombie iris color that you can use.
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eyebrows. You can move them left or right, rotate, 
or scale them. This ability to move them along the 
X & Y axis is handy if your model’s eyes are close-
set. You can move the eyes apart to give a more 
pleasing look to her/his face. 

Sculpting the Face with Highlight and Contour
Another way to change the appearance or shape 

of the overall face is by modifying the Highlight 
and Contour layers. By applying strategically 
placed lights and darks on the face you can make 
areas of the face appear to pull forward or push 
back. Not only can this change the appearance of 
the facial shape, but it can also highlight your 
flattering features.

Image Enhancement
• You can automatically correct your photo’s color by choosing one of the predefined White Balance settings (Daylight, Cloudy, Chade, 

Florescent, etc). You can also manually set the photos’ Temperature and Tint.
• There are Nature, Smart Portrait, Landscape, Night shot, and Backlight presets. 

You can also set your photo’s Exposure, Contrast, Recover (attempts to recover 
lost image detail), Fill Light, and Vibrance.

• The DOF (Depth of Field) tools let you sharpen the foreground, de-focus 
(blur) the background and change the Hue, Saturation, and Color Balance of 
the photo.

• FaceFilter can enhance the photo with Bokeh Effects (the rendering of out-
of-focus points of light) to replace light points with glittering circles, stars, 
hearts, etc. or generate a gradient Bokeh effect by setting the gradient pattern.

• Create DSLR Effects to give your photo a realistic studio polish.
• Apply lens filter templates, including Black and White, Lomo style, Sepia, and 

Tone. You can also frame your photo and draw attention to the subject with a 
custom Vignette effect. You can adjust the Vignette’s size, level, width and height 
ratios.

Dazzling Looks content package: 
This is a free content package that can be downloaded from the Reallusion web site. It 

contains 51 templates grouped into four sets of dramatic makeup elements. These include:
• Asian Beauty: This includes eyeliner templates for creaseless Asian eyes, plus the ability 

to add a crease to Asian single eyelids to change them to double eyelids - like a 
caucasian’s eye (this is not unheard of - some East Asians opt for a surgery to change 
their single eyelids to double eyelids). 

• Bollywood: This gives you 15 over-the-top, flamboyant eyeshadow and eyeliner styles - 
everything from shimmery metallic effects and bold colors to heavy-stroke eyeliner.

• Hollywood Magic: This is a selection of classic male and female Hollywood styles, e.g. 
Superman, Supermodel, Cleopatra or even Vampires.

• Glamorous Eyes: This gives you 12 templates that you can use to change the look and 
color of your iris’ by applying rainbow, diamond, or jewel patterns and colors.

Makeup Pro content package
This large content package is purchased separately and has too many templates and 

effects for me to itemize here. Just know that it contains 33 Master templates that are divided in to five categories: Sweet, Intelligent, Sexy, Cool, 
and Dramatic - which includes: Snow Queen, Supermodel,  Vintage, Party, Diva, Emo, Bollywood, Masculine, and Vampire (with its 
accompanying pale complexion and red eyes) templates. It also contains 161 makeup templates.

You can use the “Slim Face” template to knockoff a few pounds from your model’s 
face. If that isn’t slim enough, you can use the “Reshape” slider to slim the face further.

FaceFilter comes with a variety of  Vignettes that you 
can use to frame your image

A Bokeh effect can be applied to your photo. 
Notice that the bright points of light in this 
photo have a star pattern applied to them. 
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Lossless Editing 
• Freely rescale images for optimal image processing speed.
• Supports RAW image formats to retain the highest image quality. Up to 6000x6000.
• All image processing is based on your original image (according to Reallusion): no matter if it's a RAW or JPG file, there's no image 

degradation even after numerous project re-editing. FaceFilter also supports DNG format import. You may easily convert any RAW images 
into DNG files without quality loss - using Adobe’s free conversion tool.

FaceFilter Versions
FaceFilter comes in two versions: Standard and Pro. The standard version has the same templates as the Pro, but is missing some of the Modify 

Panels that are used for further retouching. Plus the HD output is different between the two. To see a complete list of how they differ, I suggest 
you go to Reallusion’s FaceFilter comparison web page.

In addition to being able to purchase and download the FaceFilter Pro and Standard versions from the Reallusion web site, you can also 
purchase them from the Apple store.

FYI: For this review, I was primarily using the FaceFilter Pro version along with the added Dazzle Looks and Makeup Pro content packages. 
But I did use the Standard version too for comparison purposes. 

Import
FaceFilter can import: Digital Negative (DNG), .jpg, .jpeg, .jpe, .tif, .tiff images - PNG is not recognized. 

Export
FaceFilter will export in either the JPEG or TIFF formats.
Pro version: The maximum exportable image size is 6000 x 6000.
Standard version: The maximum exportable image size is 1920 x 1920

If you are interested, I suggest you go to Reallusion’s Showcase web page to see a variety of before and after photos.

The Skinny
Evaluation: FaceFilter is very easy to use - especially with the ready-made templates. Gone are the wrinkles, acne, pock-marks etc. after only a few 
minutes of tweaking. I was impressed. Yes, you can probably accomplish the same results if you have Photoshop and a lot of know-how and 
patience. But if you don’t want to spend the big bucks for Photoshop and don’t want to spend tons of time tweaking your photos, then you 
should check out FaceFilter Pro. I suggest you download the demo and take it for a test-run. I don’t think you will be disappointed.

BTW: If all you want is just to apply quick one-click modifications (using the provided templates) I suggest you opt for the less expensive 
Standard version. But if you want to have full manual tweaking/modifying options, I suggest you opt for the Pro version. 

I have to give kudos to the Reallusion tech support team. Though the Dazzle Looks and the Makeup Pro content packages worked fine with 
the FaceFilter Pro version, I could not get them to work with the Standard version downloaded from the Apple Store. But with the tech support’s 
help and their modifying of the Dazzle and Makeup Pro content packages, the problem went away. Good tech support!

Requires: OS 10.7 or higher, 4GB of RAM (8GB is recommended), 2.4GB of disk space,1 280 x 768 or higher resolution monitor.

Company: Reallusion

Apple store: FaceFilter Standard version and FaceFilter Pro version.

Price: FaceFilter Standard - $29.99  
FaceFilter Pro - $79.95
Makeup Pro: $49.95
Special Bundle price for FaceFilter Pro and Makeup Pro: $99.95

Available 15 day FaceFilter Pro demo

http://www.adobe.com/support/downloads/detail.jsp?ftpID=5695
http://www.adobe.com/support/downloads/detail.jsp?ftpID=5695
http://www.reallusion.com/facefilter/matrix.aspx
http://www.reallusion.com/facefilter/matrix.aspx
http://www.reallusion.com/facefilter/showcase.aspx
http://www.reallusion.com/facefilter/showcase.aspx
http://www.reallusion.com/facefilter/
http://www.reallusion.com/facefilter/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/facefilter3-standard/id747269885?mt=12
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/facefilter3-standard/id747269885?mt=12
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/facefilter3-pro/id747254884?mt=12
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/facefilter3-pro/id747254884?mt=12
http://www.reallusion.com/download.aspx
http://www.reallusion.com/download.aspx
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ParticleMetrix
by L. Davenport

ParticleMetrix is a set of video plug-ins that create particle-based animations and transitions that explode, shatter, build and 
reveal the image below it. With it, you can blown up objects, text, and video into thousands of pieces using pre-de!ned 
particle shapes. Or you can reverse the effect and build objects from thousands of particles. 

Professional and amateurs alike can add flair to their movie creations by causing their titles or logos to devolve into a shower of dots, confetti, or 
smoke particles or cause film footage to appear or disappear with a swipe of a thousand stars.

PARTICLES
• Built-in Particles: You can choose a particle from the drop-down menu. There are around twenty particle types, everything from Soft 

Disk, Cross’, Sharp Stars and Hearts to Bubbles, (Musical) Notes and Snowflakes.
• Custom Particles: (Final Cut Pro 7 only) If you want, you can drop your own particle image into the image well. I created a simple “X” in 

Photoshop and dropped it in the well. All of a sudden the current shape was replaced with my X’s. Unfortunately this custom feature seems 
to be left out of the Final Cut Pro X version.

• Particle Count: You are given controls to set the 
number of particles emitted in the effect from one to 
millions. 

• Particle Size: This controls the size of the particles.
• Particle Lifetime: You can set how long the particles stay 

onscreen once emitted.
• Particle Scale Over Time: You can set the size of the particle at 

the end of its life.
• Blend: ere are four ways of overlaying the particles 

on the original image: Over, Add, Subtract & Replace.
• Min/Max Angle: This sets the minimum and maximum 

ParticleMetrix is a set of particle Explosions, Shatters, Builds, Reveals & Transitions.

This is a small sampling of the available particle effects.
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number of rotations the 
particles will undergo once 
emitted. You can set the 
particles to spin in either a 
clockwise or counter-
clockwise rotation (a negative 
number makes it rotate one 
way and a positive number 
makes it rotate the other way). 

• Start & End Colors: You can 
use the Color Selector to set 
the start and end colors of the 
particles.

• Velocity: ese parameters 
control the speed of 
particles once emitted. 
ere are minimum and 
maximum limits for XYZ 
axis’.

• Gravity: Gravity can be 
applied to particles in the XYZ axis’. 

ANIMATION: The filter’s animation time can be set to: “Duration of the Clip”, “Duration in Seconds” or “Manual 
Progress”.
 
WIPE:  The style used to display (or hide) the original clip to which the ParticleMetrix filter is applied. The available 
options are:

• Reveal with Wipe: The image starts hidden and is slowly revealed by the effect as it travels across the frame.
• Hide with Wipe: The image starts visible and becomes progressively hidden by the effect as it travels across the 

frame.
• Always Display: The image is always displayed behind the effect as it travels across the frame.
• Never Display: The image is never displayed. Only the effect is visible as it travels across the frame.
• Angle: The direction of the wipe transition.
• Wipe Radius: The width of the soft edge wipe behind the particle effect.
• Wipe Offset: Advances or retards the wipe underneath the particles in relation to the particle source edge.
• Wipe Time Scale: Shortens or lengthens the duration of the background wipe in relation to the particle source 

edge.
So as you can see, the particles and swipe across the frame are fully customizable.

e Skinny
Evaluation: I like that these !lters are easy to apply and modify. ey really add a dramatic effect to your text and images. It is 
nice that the Final Cut Pro 7 version allows you to import your own particle graphics. Hopefully some day Idustrial 
Revolution will add this ability to Final Cut Pro X. 

Requires: Mac OS X 10.7 - 10.9,  Final Cut Pro 6 -10, Final Cut Express 4, Motion 3 - 5, Adobe Premiere Pro CS6, Adobe After Effects 8 - 
CS6, (the free) FxFactory 4.

Company: Idustrial Revolution, Distributed by: Noise Industries

Price: $99

Available trial copy (the trial copy is part of the FxFactory download)

Here is another sampling of the available particle effects along with some of their names.

This is a list of the 
available particles. 

http://www.idustrialrevolution.com/particlemetrix
http://www.idustrialrevolution.com/particlemetrix
http://fxfactory.com/products/
http://fxfactory.com/products/
http://fxfactory.com/download/
http://fxfactory.com/download/
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FunBITS
rees Is Good Company for iPhone and iPad

by Josh Centers
Despite a streak of good luck so far this winter, it finally happened. I’ve been laid out on the couch by some mid-level pathogen and am 

doped up on DayQuil. So what better time to tell you about the game Threes by Sirvo LLC, a stylish iOS puzzle game that costs only $1.99, 
with no in-app purchase shenanigans.

As you might guess from the name, Threes is a math puzzler, the object being to create 
as many multiples of three as possible before the 4-by-4 grid fills up. You do this by 
moving numbered tiles around the grid, pushing matching multiples of three together to 
form larger numbers. So you’d combine two threes to make a six, two sixes to make a 
twelve, and so on.

The twist is, you don’t move just single tiles. Instead, you’re forced to move all of the 
tiles that aren’t blocked by an edge or a non-matching tile. That means you have to trap a 
tile against an edge before adding another matching number to it. At the same time, you 
have to be aware of everything else you’re moving. To add to the puzzle, every time you 
slide the tiles, a new one is added to the board on the opposite end of where you move 
the tiles. You’re given a clue as to what’s coming, so you have to try to drop in new tiles in 
strategic places.

To make matters more complicated, not every tile is a multiple of three. You also have 
ones and twos, which must be added together to make threes. If not carefully managed, 
these otherwise-useless tiles will clog up your board, so you want to focus on turning them into threes as soon as possible.

Confused? Don’t be. Threes is simpler to play than to describe, and the game walks you through the rules. It’s a game that’s easy to learn, but 
hard to master. Fortunately, there’s no time limit, and I advise thinking through every move carefully. You can also drag tiles slowly to get an idea 
of what will move without making a commitment.

Threes’ developers have infused what might be an otherwise bland game with a lot of 
personality. The soundtrack is phenomenal, the game board uses a well-designed mix of 
pastels, and the numbers even talk to you as you move them around. Yes, each number 
tile has its own face and quirky personality, uttering quick words at you as you move 
them around the board like, “Hey,” “Sup,” and “I’m bored.” Larger numbers even have 
their own names and bios.

Threes might seem like a simple game, but appearances are deceiving. Behind the 
game is a trio of gaming geniuses: designer Asher Vollmer, formerly of 
thatgamecompany, which created the gorgeous Flower and Journey for the 
PlayStation 3; illustrator Greg Wohlwend of Ridiculous Fishing and Hundreds; and 
musician Jimmy Hinson, who worked on Call of Duty: Black Ops 2 and Mass Effect 
2. Even with that level of talent, Threes took a year to produce. Minimalism is much 
harder than it looks.

So, for $1.99, Threes provides a well-crafted puzzler that’s fun even for math-
challenged folks like myself. Now if you’ll excuse me, I’m going to have another shot of DayQuil and sink back into the couch.

Oceanhorn Emulates Zelda on iOS
by Josh Centers 

Nintendo is in big trouble. The once-mighty video game company is facing falling revenues as its flagship Wii U console fails to inspire fans. 
The company is facing increasing pressure to bring its classic franchises like Mario and The Legend of Zelda to mobile devices. Nintendo is 
resisting that pressure, but Oceanhorn: Monster of Uncharted Seas for the iPhone and iPad ($8.99), by Finnish studio Cornfox & Brothers 
gives us a peek at what a Zelda game for iOS might look like.

Oceanhorn does nothing to hide the fact that it’s a Zelda knockoff. Specifically, a knockoff of The Legend of Zelda: The Wind Waker. You 
play a young boy who travels from island to island discovering dungeons and collecting items in a quest to defeat a world-threatening enemy. 
Like Link from the Zelda series, Oceanhorn’s protagonist (simply called the Kid) slashes enemies with a sword, deflects attacks with a shield, 

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/threes!/id779157948?mt=8&at=10l5PW
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/threes!/id779157948?mt=8&at=10l5PW
http://thatgamecompany.com/
http://thatgamecompany.com/
http://thatgamecompany.com/games/flower/
http://thatgamecompany.com/games/flower/
http://thatgamecompany.com/games/journey/
http://thatgamecompany.com/games/journey/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/ridiculous-fishing-tale-redemption/id601831815?mt=8&at=10l5PW
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/ridiculous-fishing-tale-redemption/id601831815?mt=8&at=10l5PW
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/hundreds/id493536432?mt=8&at=10l5PW
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/hundreds/id493536432?mt=8&at=10l5PW
http://www.callofduty.com/blackops2
http://www.callofduty.com/blackops2
http://www.ea.com/mass-effect-2
http://www.ea.com/mass-effect-2
http://www.ea.com/mass-effect-2
http://www.ea.com/mass-effect-2
http://www.polygon.com/2014/2/6/5386200/why-it-took-a-year-to-make-and-then-break-down-an-amazing-puzzle-game
http://www.polygon.com/2014/2/6/5386200/why-it-took-a-year-to-make-and-then-break-down-an-amazing-puzzle-game
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/30/technology/flat-sales-of-wii-u-put-nintendo-in-hot-seat.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/30/technology/flat-sales-of-wii-u-put-nintendo-in-hot-seat.html
http://www.theverge.com/2014/1/29/5359472/nintendo-investor-briefing-q3-2013
http://www.theverge.com/2014/1/29/5359472/nintendo-investor-briefing-q3-2013
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Legend_of_Zelda
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Legend_of_Zelda
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/oceanhorn/id708196645?mt=8&at=10l5PW
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/oceanhorn/id708196645?mt=8&at=10l5PW
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Legend_of_Zelda:_The_Wind_Waker
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Legend_of_Zelda:_The_Wind_Waker
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drops bombs, shoots arrows, and plays a flute. Just like in Zelda, 
his health is measured in hearts, which you can increase by 
collecting heart pieces.

Normally, I’d be tempted to stomp all over such a shameless 
knockoff, but I love the Zelda games. Zelda is a contender for 
my favorite game franchise ever, and I’ve been playing its games 
since I was big enough to handle a controller. Unfortunately, 
they’re locked to Nintendo’s hardware, which hasn’t been worth 
the investment for me of late (I gave up after the DS Lite and the 
Wii). And frankly, many of the recent games in the series, such as 
Twilight Princess, Skyward Sword, and Phantom Hourglass 
haven’t been fantastic (though I hear that the recent A Link 
Between Worlds is outstanding).

And Oceanhorn is a beautiful knockoff. The graphics would 
look right at home on the Wii U. Like the Zelda games, they’re 
simplistic, but they work.

Of course, what makes or breaks a touchscreen game is its 
controls. Oceanhorn’s controls are competent, but don’t take 
great advantage of the touchscreen. You drag your thumb on 
one side of the screen and perform actions with onscreen 
buttons on the other side. This scheme works well most of the 
time, though it’s sometimes inaccurate. But Oceanhorn doesn’t 
do anything that couldn’t be done better with a traditional game 
controller.
As an iOS adventure game, Oceanhorn is great. And for $8.99, 
it’s a fraction of the price of a new Zelda game. But Oceanhorn 
borrows so many elements from Zelda that it demands 
comparison, and that’s where it falls flat.
Combat is annoying. Oceanhorn’s developers made a classic 
mistake, one that Nintendo made long ago with Zelda II: The 
Adventure of Link (which is completely unlike the rest of the 
series) — the sword is too darn short. You won’t notice while 
slaying generic beetles, but when you fight trolls, who swing far-
reaching war hammers, it becomes apparent. Suddenly, you 
forget the sword and start chucking bombs and looking around 

to find jars and other things to hurl. It feels less like a hack-and-
slash adventure and more like a bar fight.

The combat in Zelda games revolves almost exclusively 
around sword, shield, and bow (or maybe a slingshot). Magic 
and bombs are mostly reserved for getting past obstacles and 
discovering secrets. But in Oceanhorn, magic and bombs are 
mainstays, since the sword is too short and it’s hard to switch 
smoothly to the shield. Worse, enemy strength is inconsistent. 
Sometimes it takes two swings to kill a particular enemy; other 
times five. If you’re going to copy Zelda verbatim, you need to 
get the details right.

Oceanhorn’s enemies are generic and unmemorable, as are its 
dungeons. And the dungeons are confusing. The layouts are 
organic and messy, and part of the challenge is often just trying 
to figure out the path from point A to point B. But I didn’t feel 
challenged, just annoyed and kind of bored.

I realize I sound negative here, but that’s less Oceanhorn’s fault 
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as a standalone game than how it compares to the Zelda games. For $8.99, it’s a pretty good knockoff you can play on your iPad or iPhone.
If not for the existence of Zelda, Oceanhorn would be a fantastic game on any platform. Oceanhorn’s flaws don’t reflect poorly on its 

developers as much as show how good Nintendo can be. I’ve always thought of Nintendo and Apple as kindred spirits. At their best, they both 
design innovative, sleek hardware and develop elegant, detailed software. At their worst, they release underpowered, gimmicky hardware, let 
their best software stagnate, and stubbornly cling to bizarre, proprietary technologies that are universally loathed.

So is Oceanhorn lighting the path Nintendo should travel? Many think so, and I would love to play Nintendo classics on my iOS device, but 
I think this suggestion misses the problem. Nintendo isn’t struggling in the handheld space — it’s thriving, thanks to the 3DS (though the 
3DS had a rough start due to expensive hardware and a lack of games). Nintendo’s problem is that it can’t compete with Sony and Microsoft in 
the living room. The GameCube and Wii U were both commercial flops, and while the Wii sold more than the Xbox 360 or PlayStation 3, it 
did so only because of the motion control gimmick, which quickly lost its luster.

Some have said the Wii U can’t compete because smartphones and tablets are taking the place of consoles. That just isn’t true. In just a couple 
of months, the PlayStation 4 has sold over 4.2 million units worldwide, while the Xbox One has sold over 3 million. And the PlayStation 4 
hasn’t even been released in Japan yet, where it’s guaranteed to be a smash hit. Meanwhile, the Wii U has only sold 2.8 million units in the 
past year. Consoles are doing better than ever; it’s just that people don’t want what Nintendo’s selling.

The other fear is that if Nintendo leaves the hardware business, it will turn out like Sega and Atari, who both abandoned hardware to focus 
on multi-platform game development, only to become marginalized.

At TechCrunch, MG Siegler offered a more original idea for Nintendo: to release a $99 console focused on retro games. That’s a neat idea, 
and would make Nintendo a fortune, but as Siegler says, the company is too proud and stubborn to do something so obvious.

I think Siegler’s on the right track, but he’s also throwing the baby out with the bathwater. The Wii U has many problems, but three are at the 
core of the situation:

The Wii U isn’t as powerful as its competition, being more comparable to the Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3.
The Wii U is overpriced. It started at $350 and was eventually dropped to $300, which has sharply cut Nintendo’s profits. The PlayStation 4 

costs only $400 and has much more to offer in the long term. Part of the Wii U’s pricing problem is that it uses a full-blown tablet as a game 
controller, called the Wii U GamePad.

The Wii U is a developer’s nightmare. The system software is abysmal, and it’s reportedly terrible to develop for. Even the smallest changes 
require extensive compile times, and third-party developers get little support from Nintendo.

Before Nintendo can address these problems, it’s going to have to follow in the footsteps of Sony and swallow some humble pie. When the 
PlayStation 3 debuted, it cost a whopping $600 and featured exotic hardware that was difficult to work with. As a result, it struggled against the 
Xbox 360. So with the PlayStation 4, Sony did something unthinkable: it hired an American software designer to develop it. The result was a 
cheaper, more powerful machine that developers love, and, most importantly, is flying off the shelves.

If there’s one thing Nintendo excels at, it’s taking a mediocre product and turning it into a hit. The chunky Nintendo DS became the svelte 
and stylish DS Lite. The funky and under-appreciated GameCube became the blockbuster Wii. And most recently, the flagging 3DS became 
the affordable, kid-friendly 2DS and the premium, big-screen 3DS XL.

• I think Nintendo could pull off the same maneuver with the Wii U, though it would take some radical changes.
• Rebrand. The Wii U name is confusing. Many people still confuse the Wii U with the Wii U GamePad, thinking the tablet controller is a 
Wii accessory. Maybe Nintendo should go with something simple, like Nintendo HD.
• Ditch the Wii U GamePad. It’s clunky, the battery life is terrible, and it drives up the cost of the system. It’s a compromised device that 
doesn’t function well as either a tablet or a game controller. Design a great stand-alone controller — nothing fancy — and move the remote 
play features to the 2DS/3DS.
Scrap the system software and provide better development tools. Bring in someone who knows what she’s doing — maybe even poach 

someone from Apple.
Enable cross-buy for downloadable titles. If you bought Super Mario Bros. on the Wii, you have to buy it again on the 3DS and again on the 

Wii U (unless you boot the Wii U into the Wii system software — don’t get me started on that mess). In the age of the App Store, this is 
asinine, and people won’t stand for it.

These suggestions won’t fix all of Nintendo’s living room problems, but they would go a long way toward luring customers and developers 
back to Nintendo, especially if the company can get the Nintendo HD’s price under $200.

But, in the all too likely event that Nintendo isn’t listening to me, the smart thing for developers like Cornfox & Brothers to do is to work on 
polishing Oceanhorn into a spectacular sequel. Whether Nintendo’s future is in its own hardware or someone else’s, the company’s most 
valuable commodity is its classic franchises. If Nintendo doesn’t figure things out fast, it risks more nimble developers successfully emulating the 
magic of the company’s crown jewels.

http://www.gamezone.com/news/2014/01/29/nintendo-3ds-hardware-and-game-sales-continue-to-impress
http://www.gamezone.com/news/2014/01/29/nintendo-3ds-hardware-and-game-sales-continue-to-impress
http://kotaku.com/one-thousand-japanese-gamers-polled-about-the-ps4-1502505442
http://kotaku.com/one-thousand-japanese-gamers-polled-about-the-ps4-1502505442
http://www.nbcnews.com/technology/dismal-wii-u-sales-prompt-pay-cuts-nintendo-execs-2D12019299
http://www.nbcnews.com/technology/dismal-wii-u-sales-prompt-pay-cuts-nintendo-execs-2D12019299
http://www.nbcnews.com/technology/dismal-wii-u-sales-prompt-pay-cuts-nintendo-execs-2D12019299
http://www.nbcnews.com/technology/dismal-wii-u-sales-prompt-pay-cuts-nintendo-execs-2D12019299
http://techcrunch.com/2014/01/29/nintendo-retro/
http://techcrunch.com/2014/01/29/nintendo-retro/
http://wiiudaily.com/wii-u-gamepad/
http://wiiudaily.com/wii-u-gamepad/
http://www.eurogamer.net/articles/digitalfoundry-2014-secret-developers-wii-u-the-inside-story
http://www.eurogamer.net/articles/digitalfoundry-2014-secret-developers-wii-u-the-inside-story
http://venturebeat.com/2013/06/29/how-sony-entrusted-the-design-of-the-playstation-4-to-a-consultant/
http://venturebeat.com/2013/06/29/how-sony-entrusted-the-design-of-the-playstation-4-to-a-consultant/
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Tidbits
[Click on the blue titles to read the whole story]

iTunes Festival Comes to the United States via SXSW -- The iTunes Festival is coming to the United States for the first time this year, from 
March 11th through 15th. The five-day extravaganza, broadcast from SXSW in Austin, Texas, will include Coldplay, Imagine Dragons, Keith 
Urban, and more. As always, iTunes Festival performances will be available both live and on-demand on your Apple TV, iOS device, or 
computer.

Apple’s R&D Expenditures over the Years -- Yoni Heisler, writing for TUAW, has tracked Apple’s research and development expenditures from 
its SEC filings, and found some surprises. R&D expenditures dropped considerably after the return of Steve Jobs, who axed a number of projects. 
Since then, Apple’s R&D spending has grown considerably, with expenditures from 2011–2013 equaling 50 percent of Apple’s total R&D 
expenditures since 1995. Even so, the company still spends billions less than competitors. As Steve Jobs once said, “It’s not about money. It’s 
about the people you have, how you’re led, and how much you get it.”

Apple’s New Factory to Run on Renewable Energy -- Apple is building a new plant in Arizona, reportedly to produce sapphire glass, and the 
company wants it to be powered by renewable energy from the first day. Apple has been in negotiations with the local power company, Salt River 
Project, which has been constructing new solar and geothermal plants to power the factory.

NSNorth 2014 Offers Boutique Conference for Developers in Ottawa -- So many tech conferences focus on major U.S. cities that it’s 
refreshing to see one from the Great White North, specifically Ottawa, Canada. NSNorth 2014 is a small boutique conference, offering three 
days of single-track sessions covering highly specialized, creative topics for iOS and Mac developers, designers, and business leaders. It will take 
place May 8th through 10th, ending in time for attendees to get home for Mother’s Day on the 11th. Attendance is intentionally limited to 100 
and tickets are going fast, so if you’re interested, check it out soon.

“Take Control of Apple TV” Now Available to Everyone -- After several months of streaming its chapters to TidBITS members, we’re pleased 
to announce the general availability of “Take Control of Apple TV” by Josh Centers. With Josh’s help, you can go far beyond watching movies 
and TV shows to make the Apple TV into the hub of your stereo system, display gorgeous slideshows of your photos, play iPhone and iPad 
games on the big screen, and more.

Exploring Your Mac’s Restarts via the Command Line -- Want to know how often you restart your Mac? Josh Centers explains a quick 
Terminal command that will do the job.

iPad Versus MacBook for the Mobile Writer -- In the first of a short series of articles looking at perhaps unexpected hardware choices for those 
in the Apple world, Julio Ojeda-Zapata, reporter for the St. Paul Pioneer Press, explains why the iPad Air is the perfect tool for his trade.

Tips for Photographing Leaked Apple Products -- What if you got your hands on a leaked Apple prototype, like the iPhone 6, the iPad Pro, 
or the Apple TV smartwatch, and you wanted to show it off to the Internet? With tongue planted firmly in cheek, Mike Wehner offers some 
helpful tips at TUAW to make those verboten photos look their best. He recommends never taking a photo of a complete product, obscuring as 
much of the device as possible, and shaking the camera to add a little pizzazz.

How to Replace a MacBook Air’s SSD -- When the built-in SSD in his MacBook Air failed, Macworld’s Dan Moren decided to try replacing it 
himself (surprisingly, at the suggestion of an Apple Genius). The process was easier than he thought, taking only 20 minutes. He explains what he 
did, and walks you through how to restore your data with SuperDuper, including a pointer to a handy utility that restores Mac OS X’s Recovery 
Partition.

The Beatles Come Together, Right Now… on Apple TV -- For a limited time, Apple has added a channel to the Apple TV for The Beatles, to 
commemorate the 50th anniversary of the band’s first appearance on The Ed Sullivan Show. The channel features video of the original 
performance, and links to purchase Beatles albums.
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Running the Numbers on the Apple Download Empire -- Analyst Horace Dediu has examined Apple’s software and service business and 
found that if it were its own company, it would rank 130th in the Fortune 500 — above pharmaceutical giant Eli Lilly. Dediu estimates that 
Apple gave up $350 million in revenue in the last quarter from making Mavericks and iWork free. Despite that, Apple is bringing in more 
revenue than ever from iTunes and the App Store, with gross revenues of nearly $7 billion per quarter.

How to Solve Wi-Fi Connectivity Problems -- Your Mac’s Wi-Fi should automatically connect to a remembered network when you turn on 
or wake up your Mac. But sometimes you have to remind it how.Show full article

Vox 2.0: A Minimalist Music Player that Needs Work -- Vox promises a simplified alternative to iTunes, but how does it hold up for serious 
music fans? Kirk McElhearn, author of “Take Control of iTunes 11: The FAQ,” puts it to the test.Show full article

Apple Buys Back $14 Billion of Stock in Two Weeks -- Apple’s stock fell 8 percent after it reported its most recent quarterly results, and the 
company took advantage by buying back $14 billion of its own shares. “It means that we are betting on Apple. It means that we are really 
confident on what we are doing and what we plan to do,” CEO Tim Cook told the Wall Street Journal. He also confirmed new product 
categories for 2014, saying, “There will be new categories. We’re not ready to talk about it, but we’re working on some really great stuff.”

How Close Steve Jobs Was to Sony -- It’s well-known that Steve Jobs was an admirer of Sony — even his famous black mock-turtleneck and 
Levi’s 501 ensemble was inspired by Sony uniforms — but Tokyo-based IT journalist Nobuyuki Hayashi has revealed some new information on 
how close the Apple co-founder was to the Japanese company. Jobs regularly visited Sony co-founder Akio Morita, and the two men had a 
mutual admiration of each other. Jobs was so impressed with the Sony VAIO laptops that he tried to convince Sony to adopt Mac OS X for 
them in 2001. Jobs even gave Sony the idea to build a GPS into its Cyber-shot cameras.

Even North Korea Is Copying Apple -- Bad news for Microsoft — North Korea doesn’t even want to copy Windows anymore. The latest 
version of Red Star OS, the nation’s official Linux distribution, now bears a striking resemblance to Mac OS X, as opposed to earlier versions that 
mimicked the Windows interface. Of course, no North Korean operating system would be complete without propaganda, such as setting the 
year to 103 — the number of years since Kim Il-sung, the founder of North Korea, was born.

Satya Nadella Becomes Microsoft’s New CEO -- Microsoft has announced that Satya Nadella has replaced Steve Ballmer as CEO of the 
company. The 46-year-old Nadella has been with the company since 1992, most recently as executive vice president of Microsoft’s Cloud and 
Enterprise group. Founder Bill Gates will also be stepping down as chairman of Microsoft’s board of directors to take a more hands-on role as an 
advisor, “supporting Nadella in shaping technology and product direction.”

Experimenting with “Take Control of Pages” Pre-book on Leanpub -- Our latest Take Control title — Michael E. Cohen’s “Take Control of 
Pages” — isn’t done yet, but we wanted to share the 100+ pages that are ready via a “pre-book” approach that will give readers frequent updates 
via the Leanpub service.

OmniOutliner 4 Refines the Outlining Process -- OmniOutliner users have waited a long time — since before Apple switched to powering 
Macs with Intel processors — for a major-version update of the versatile outlining application. Jeff Carlson looks at what’s new in OmniOutliner 
4.

Girl’s iPhone 5c Catches Fire in Her Pocket -- A 14-year-old girl from Kennebunk, Maine suffered second-degree burns when her iPhone 5c 
caught fire in her pants pocket. Fortunately, she was calm enough to remember to stop, drop, and roll, which considerably reduced her injuries. 
Lithium-ion batteries like those in the iPhone occasionally cause fires, but they are extremely rare and usually occur only while the phone is 
charging — there’s no reason to assume that this was anything more than a freak incident.

30 Years after Macintosh, Viewed through iPhone -- On 24 January 2014, Apple shot a remarkable commercial to commemorate the 30th 
anniversary of the Macintosh. The company sent 15 camera crews around the world to shoot the footage over the course of 36 hours, all on the 
iPhone 5s. The ad shows a number of scenes that would have been science fiction 30 years ago: a man configuring his artificial limbs with an 
iPhone, children controlling robots with a MacBook, and another guy flying multiple drones via sensors on his arms, wired into a MacBook. 
The video was directed by Jake Scott, son of legendary filmmaker Ridley Scott, who directed the original “1984” ad. Be sure to read the story of 
how it was made after the video plays.
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About Us

e Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonpro!t educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the First 
Tuesday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, 
where our collective expertise can help answer your questions. 

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can 
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate 
memberships are granted.

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operations of the club and its meetings, 
and maintenance of a Public Domain software library.

http://www.smmug.org
http://www.smmug.org
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HOW TO 
FIND US
SMMUG Meetings are 
held on the FIRST 
Tuesday of each month 
at the Tim Gill Center 
f o r Pub l i c Med ia 
building  located at 
315 E. Costilla Street 
(It is by the RED 
BALLOON on the 
map). The Tim Gill 
Center is handicap 
accessible and has 
ample on-site parking. 

S m o k i n g i s n o t 
permitted on the 
premises. 

Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the 
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership 
dues ($25) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following 
table for NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

 JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $25.00  APR 1 to JUN 30 - $21.00
 JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $14.00  OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $7.00

Please Print Clearly!     Today’s Date: 

Name
 Street Address

 City/State/ZIP
 Home Telephone

 E-mail Address:
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG.  
Then mail or give this form and your check to:
SMMUG, Inc. 
Skip Mundy, 
Treasurer                 
PO Box 62741 
Colorado Springs, CO   80962 

March '14 March '14

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. I 
do not want one or I already have one.

Business Telephone 


